and it comes to you without benefit of dummying, previously-writ
ten copy, correction fluid, or clergy. There’ll be nothing herein
but mailing comments, because it’s got to be either a full DI minus
comments or comments minus anything else. This time you get the
comments, Hr. Lyons (it wa.s you, wasn't it?). Nextime you may get
the full treatment, which includes artwork, dummied edges, master
pieces of fanfiction (tsk,.and in a family ’fanzine, too), comments
and discussion on last DI, acid, vitriol, and the Rack. Then again,
you may get just' mailing comments again. And speaking of which...
READ ANY GOOD FAPAZINES LATELY?
KER:: I know what a Hittite is from Egyptian history, but who/what
was/is a Thinite? # Do you mean Elmer perdue compiled a history
of the future as complete as the one you describe? Elmer perdue?
Do you mean the Elmer Perdue who has been..,? # Well .really,
why read a book or go to a movie when.you can watch a baseball game?
if Agreed, there seem to be indications that there was a beginning
to the universe, but the basic concept is the same whether you con
sider God or the universe as having always-existed. Indications
have nothing to do with it. # As for the writing of the Bible, I
can only quote my .reference, which on second reading does not say
exactly what I thought. Hendrik van Loon, in "The Story of the
Bible," says:
”.. .please don’.t ask .me ’when the Bible was written,’
because I could not answer you. Every little Jewish village and
every little Jewish temple possessed certain accounts of its own
which had been copied on the skins of animals or on bits of Egyptian
papyrus by pious old men, who took an interest in such things. Some
times small collections were made of different laws and of prophecies
for handy use among: those who visited the temple. During the eighth
century century B. C», when the Jews had settled down to their life
in Palestine, those compilations grew larger and larger. At some
time or other between the third and the first century before our
era, they were translated into the Greek language, and were brought
to Europe. Since then they have been translated into every lan
guage of th* worla. As for the Rew Testament, its history is
quiue simple. During the first two or three centuries after the
death of Christ, the followers of the humble carpenter of Nazareth
were forever ih ganger of trouble with the Roman authorities. The
doctrines of lovte and charity were thought to be very dangerous to
the safety of the Roman state, which had been founded upon the
brute strength of the sword. The early christians...got their in
formation from secret little pamphlets which were passed from hand
to hand. Thousands of such pamphlets were copied and re-copied,
until people lost alj. track of the truth of their contents.' MeanDeen triumphant.
... The (head of the)
Church (Jailed together a number of learned men. They read all the
accounts which 'tere popular, and discarded most ux
„
of them.
.. seven
hundred years ?.fter thie death of Christ the New Test ament (as we
Know it) was definitely adopted by the Churches of the East and
those ©f the West." # Loved the stick people, but didn’t think
uO°
of t^je story u<|p front.
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; - don’t know if gin would work or not, but Dave
used wood alcohol, I believe, in his ditto, and got results.
regular ditto fluid works better, but ih a pinch alcohol will do
-the job.
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£OOD NEhS; t I’-m interes'tedjack,- in this Sen. business, just howdo you get this knowledge of .immortality? Been reading- Br idey
Murphey?-’(Speaking of whom, my favorite part is where-she con
tinually tells her pastor'or whatever after he dies, usee, pastor?
There’s1 nc Purgatory’ See? no Purgatory.',11)
t
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GEMZINE? :
Odd that in this one mailing we get long letters from
Jetzel in two different publications. It was a hard decision, but
I think h'ls stuff here .is the most fuggheaded (there's more of it,
for one thing). # Really, don’t you think you were being a bit
touchy wj^th Marilyn Pulley? I mean, for a minute there I thought
typing all that Wetzel stuff had Rad Its Effect. # .Enjoyed the
issue immensely, but have no- comments at the moment. As a smattering
of fact , most of it is Wetzel, and he doesn't need any comment.
LIGHT; : The f-irst issue in many a moon which has interested me,
though some, of your so-called humorous remarks left me cold. It
continually appalls (sp?) me how’ many people in PAPA and: elsewhere
seem to- think- Iha t the. mere addition of sex to a joke automaticallymake.s . i t f unhy, despite the joke’s inherent lousiness. I -shouldn't.
2av<h just said sex, but also profanity and general subjects or
terms considered taboo. It reminds me of children tittering at ’•
dUrty jokes they can’t understand...just the fact that they are
af.ijry automatically makes them screamingly funny. Of cou-bse, it'
m?Ay be sinjply an overdeveloped love of rugged individualism which
Prompts -you to such blatherings, Les, but you’re not the only’of- ;
fender. Wee Willy Clod is the main one...I find it fantastic that
everyone likes his stuff so much. Personally, some of: my favorite
jokes (most, as a matter of fact) sound like they’d been dipped in
concentrated filth, as Dave Rike would put it. But they happen to
he good, jokes. # Actually, to my mind a dirty joke has to be
pretty .goddamned dirty to be much good (speaking in a sweeping
generality here and allowing many exceptions.) «... this is because
humor is built on the ridiculous, and when jokes get filthy they
also become pretty ridiculous (“the hell wi.th/your daughter, how
much for the cow?" comys to mind as ridiculous, but it’s really
not very filthy...I could mention some pretty filthy ones, but
not here in front of th.e postal inspectors and /.everyone) . But'In
a fanzine you have to v.atch out for the aforementioned p.i.’s,
which outs down your nvmfber of available good jokes considerably*.
# As for anyone Who eats a can of beans becoming a Big Noise pan
...well hey, I heard a really good one the other day:
“Beans,
beans, the musical frul"tl ma'kes everybody go roqty-toot-toot'.“
HohoJ # But like I sey, I enjoyed this (#63 under surveillance
this time, I forgot to mention).
Sc NOTED;: ■ I wan wondering when I read these just why so
many fans feel a compeX.ling urge to Put out. a onei3ho whenever '
they get together and Have the wherewithal! handy. The results
are seldom worth-much.
But I guess it boils down to the fact that
fans like to publish, a.nd one-shots are things they can do■together
and enjoy. And no matter how cruddy the final product, it'invari
ably brings back memories later, which service should not be over
looked by fans trying to Take The Long View wh€sh contemplating oneshots.
__ ______

/
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07 LOX 703; ; I dislike Loth your Pre-FAPA an: ,Varner's
‘AiOOp for tae same reasons botn., it seems to me, lead in a
short time to a separate APA. If our wading listers want to set
up their own APA, then by all means let them...but that’s taeir
business, not ours. # I am highly in favor of requiring waging
listers to write in after every mailing in order to stay on the
list, and I think it would solve a good deal of our troubles.
For instance, perdue is obviously out at long last...but look
who's #1 on the wading list: Vai Walker. Walker published some
thing like two fanzines (issues) during hiser entire ran career,
which terminated long ago; I think I'd rather have perdue chan
one who publishes not at all I

FANTASY AMATEUR JR.:: Last I heard from the Graham petition was
from Bob Bloch, who signed it and passed it on to whom, i have
no idea. „
ELLIURINGS:: A bett er zine than lastime.. .but ne needed eight
pages. How many here--nine? Nein'. # .1 am amused oy Elmer's
numbering each issue #1.. .apparently between issues he foigets
that he’s ever published anything before.

S QUITO ING OFF '♦: : Well dammit, if you don’t like the looks of
Horizons, why did you use exactly the same format here?

FULL-F #3:: The cover is simply fabulous ...best color work lfve
seen yet, particularly in choice of colors. The drawing is good,
too, as are all of Harness’ in here. Ke has improved immensely
since, his early stuff, which had cartier’s style but not his
knowledge of anatomy.
Loved the foofs and LeeH’s bits too.
ft In fact, I liked this damn mag. NULL-F #2:: Also enjoyed.
SAMBO:: You are another of them people I was bitching about in
the review of LIGHT. Fortunately, a goodly percentage of your
jokes are amusing...but damn near every one has to do with sex,
which implies a one-track mind, at best. Really,it does get
abit tiresome, you know. ft I’ll bet you really flip over ALICE.

WENDIGO:: I just knew Wetzel would be an atheist ’. # Someone
should make a collection of this boy’s pieces, and publish them
as “The Worst of Wetzel”. # Wonderful stuff herein, Dutch.
PHANTASY PRESS:: Enjoyed muchly,.. particularly the reminiscing.
But I’m jus; a damned ole timebinder at heart, anyway.
STEFANTASY, both of ’em:: Is this Wilimczyk that Larry Shaw was
rooming with thrt Frank Wilimczyk who used to publish for FAPA (l
think) in the ea<rly ’40’s? I noted an illo in 'Mi INFINITY by
someone named Wilimczyk, and I recall that the chap I’m thinking
of did sofaepurty good art for his own zines (tho in a much dif
ferent style tha;n the one in INFINITY--but that could be explained
by the passage o;f a decade-and-a-half)’. # The CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
FICTION ad was wonderful, wonderful’.

WRAITH:: I wateti Gobel occasionally, but usually I’m nowhere
near a TV set on Sat. nites. I recall one 'night I was home and
turned on ” Gun smoke”.. .yeeghod'. I tuned in Gobel rapidly. #
Letter writing s^eis to be becoming a lost art in general fandom,
toq, Wrai, among the newer members. I recall that the new Dallas

i-r . rarely ever writeJletters of more than two. or *hree para<;apb , a* least fro'm ail Indian 1h ?ns. finite a few of the other
rawer fans aren’t very prolific letterwise, either, perhaps the
fact that so many'fans are using their fmz as equivalent to let
ters is cutting down the output, but I dunno. probably.we’ve just
got more new fans than usual who have little to say.
...tsk, andaf the moment I find myself in the same position. Must
remember to do my comments nextime right after reading the mags.
■• ■■
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Tennyrate, I do have a'few words to say on a subject having little
to do with PAPA (being about something called science fiction; I
think one or two of you have heard of it). Subject is ACClarke's
latest novel"The Ci ty and the Stars". I’ve . seen nothing: a oout
this anywhere, but happened to run into the book- down at .the
library. It is based loosely on Ego’s earlier "Against, the pall
of Night,” which.fans with long memories will recall (DIASPAR,
natch, comes from that’,'being the "-city” in the ti tie-of' the latest
book)... .actually, "City-and the Stars"-seems to use none of the
writing of the' original novel, but much of the general plot and
background and characters.’ It is "Against the Pall of Night" as
it would. have, been if Clarke had written it for the first time
just no’s
When I first read ATPON I considered it the greatest stf novel
ever wri tten,' which ’conviction was shaken considerably when I read
"psi th. Abides"...but ’a recent rereading of ATPGN (about, two months
?,g>- i tSonyinced me that my memories of it were not merely the usual
remembrances of things past concerning the first stf.I’d read, ihe
novel, is wonderful.. .not for its characterization, which is, shallow,
but if or its sense of .wonder (copyright, SaM) . The sense of wonder
was still there on rereading, which convinces me that it is an integ:;al part' of the story (indeed, the thing which makes i-t; what it
is) , and not an invention of memory,.

Th,is sense of ’wonder business has been bandied about.considerably
of. late, leading to some dreadfully repetitious writing by SaM and
a wonderful (if rather unfair) satire in INSIDE. I was of the
Opinion, myselfi that the sense of wonder came from the first^few
stories read by a fan before the glow of the Strange new stufa. wore
off, but some recent readings have convinced me otherwise. There
was Kummer’s "Worlds Y/ithin Worlds," for instance, in a circa-1940
WS, which I recently read for the first time.. It was a pretty
terrible novel, but by God it had a sense of wonder...and happily
enough for one interested in studying this sense of wonder, it was
one of those stories with the skeleton-'showing. Prom a study of
the skeleton of this, correlated with thoughts 'on ATPON and "City
& Sbars," I’d say that one wonderful way to achieve the .wonder ef
fect is simply to put a little scientific extrs polation-ip the. god
dam story. You rarely see that any more...or at least,;;any original
extrapolation (there are-many standard extrapolations.’used today) .
(Daramit, I’m going ”.o have-to go on to the fifth page to finish
this ...nothing to say, indeed’.)
Seems to me ihe essential ingredient of the sense of wonder, is the
taxing of the imagination. That’s why the first few stf stories
rend have it...even the-mildest extrapolations are daring at that
-point. But after iiwhile you^ve read the standard extrapolations,
--■4

and yv.r mind fal ' ^ in co a
. e w’-en e”0
' ring tue some uir
ski; agum. There is o
J he imagination: you’ve already
accepted the same Linuses many trues.
But
I’m
new
The

every once in awhile you run into a new idea (uridefstand me;
not speaking of new plot twists or any such things, but of
scientific ideas), and your mind is jarred out of its rut.
sense of wonder is back.

For a really good sense of wonder, the extrapolation has to be ac
ceptable, else you go on reading with a what-the-hell-I•11-playyour-silly-game attitude. That’s why fantasy can rarely supply
the sense of wonder (the Lovecraft mythos and a few others have it
because they are so fully and logically developed) .
To get back to "The City and the stars”...I consider this the
greatest stf novel ever written, far better than ATFON because it
is a version containing all of its virtues and not quite all of
irs faults. The sense of wonder here is tremendous, because it
is logical and carried to a tremendous extreme, naturally, the
more sweeping and daring the extrapolation the greater the sense ox
wonder (provided it is logically acceptable).
Science fiction can have merit in many ways, the generally accepted
orc today being in social extrapolation. It can also treat tne
tame problems as does mainstream fiction, but this is not its par
ticular forte.. It seems tc me that the sense of wonder is its
forte more than anything else, with the possible exception of social
extrapolation (l place it above the latter because the problens
handled by social extrapolation can be handled by mainstream
tion as well in many cases).

...which ends my longwindedness on this subject, and I guess sho md
end the issue. Might as well. See you nextime,
1'
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